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PREFACE

The objects of the Pakistan National Bibliography are to list new works published in Pakistan, to describe each work in detail and to give the subject matter of each work as precisely as possible. The 2001 volume of the Pakistan National Bibliography covers Pakistani publications published during the year 2001 and received in the Delivery of Books and Newspapers Branch of the National Library of Pakistan at Islamabad under the Provisions of Copyright Law: Copyright Ordinance, 1962 as amended by Copyright (Amendment) Act, 1973 & 1992. Those titles which were not received under the Copyright Law but were acquired through purchase, gift and exchange have also been included in the Bibliography. Every endeavour has been made to ensure the accuracy of the information given.

The following classes of publications have been excluded:

a) The keys and guides to text-books and ephemeral material such as publicity pamphlets etc.

b) Periodicals (except the first issue of a new periodical and the first issue of a periodical under a new title.)

c) Maps.

d) Musical scores.

Arrangement:

The present issue of the Pakistan National Bibliography has been divided into two sections. This section covers Pakistani publications written in English language while publications in Urdu, and other Pakistani and Oriental languages have been listed in the other section. The arrangement of Bibliography is subject-wise. The classification of subjects is based on the 20th edition of Dewey Decimal Classification. Cataloguing practices follow the Anglo-American Cataloguing Rules 2nd Revised Edition, 1988, as well as IFLA’s recommendations for adoption of International Standard Bibliographic Description (ISBD) and IFLA’s publication entitled “Names of persons: national usages for entry in catalogues”.

The cataloguing of Pakistani names is generally based on the recommendations made by Dr. Anis Khurshid in his publication entitled “Cataloguing of Pakistani Names”. The full information about books is given in the Classified Section. The main entries have been made under names of the authors or corporate bodies responsible for the work or under titles. They include, in addition to the author’s name, the full title, the place of publication, the publisher, the year of publication, the price, ISBN, etc. The language of the book, other than English, bilingual or multilingual books are denoted by symbols which are given at the left hand bottom corner of each entry.

The accession number of each book is shown against each entry in parentheses. A list of abbreviations and language symbols used in the Bibliography is given after the Preface. A list of publishers responsible for the issue of the respective publications, as included in the Bibliography, appears at the end of the Index of both English and Urdu portions (by ashley at tforge).
Index:

Each part of the Bibliography has a separate index, which contains entries or reference entries under authors, titles, editors, translators, compilers, series and subjects in one alphabetical sequence. In certain cases, the entries have also been made under the names of the institutions responsible for bringing out the publications.

The entry under the author gives, in an abbreviated form, most of the information to be found in the entry in the Classified Section so that, for most purposes it is not necessary to refer back to that entry when an author or title of a book is known. If, however, a fuller description is required, the entry in the Classified Section which gives the fuller description can be found by means of the decimal code number given at the end of the author entry.

If some one wishes to know books that have been published on particular subject, it is necessary to consult the Index under the name of the subject. Here again he/she will find a decimal code number, which must be sought in the Classified Section.
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## LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Terms.</th>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Terms.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ann Subs.</td>
<td>Annual Subscriptions</td>
<td>Jr.</td>
<td>Junior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auth.</td>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Ltd.</td>
<td>Limited.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bibl.</td>
<td>Bibliography</td>
<td>p.</td>
<td>Page(s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co.</td>
<td>Company.</td>
<td>Port.</td>
<td>Portrait/(s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deptt.</td>
<td>Department.</td>
<td>Pt.</td>
<td>Part/(s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>diag;diags</td>
<td>Diagram/(s)</td>
<td>rev/</td>
<td>Revised/Revision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>enl.</td>
<td>Enlarged.</td>
<td>Vol.</td>
<td>Volume/(s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ill.</td>
<td>Illustration</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## LANGUAGE SYMBOLS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A.</td>
<td>Arabic.</td>
<td>P.</td>
<td>Punjabi.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E.</td>
<td>English.</td>
<td>S.</td>
<td>Sindhi.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K.</td>
<td>Kashmiri.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
OUTLINE OF THE DEWEY DECIMAL CLASSIFICATION
(20TH EDITION) USED IN THE BIBLIOGRAPHY

000 Generalities
010 Bibliography
020 Library & Information Sciences
030 General encyclopedic works
040
050 General serial & their indexes
060 General organization and musicology.
070 News media, journalism, publishing
080 General collection
090 Manuscripts and rare books

100 Philosophy & Psychology
110 Metaphysics
120 Epistemology, causation, humankind
130 Paranormal phenomena
140 Specific philosophical school
150 Psychology
160 Logic
170 Ethics (Moral philosophy)
180 Ancient, medieval, Oriental philosophy
190 Modern Western philosophy

200 Religion
210 Natural theology
220 Bible
230 Christian theology
240 Christian moral & devotional theology
250 Christian Orders & local church
260 Christian social theology
270 Christian church history
280 Christian denominations and sects
290 Other & comparative religions
297 Islam

300 Social sciences
310 General statistics
320 Political sciences
330 Economics
340 Law
350 Public administration
360 Social services; association
370 Education
380 Commerce, Communications, transport
390 Customs, etiquette, folklore.

400 Language
410 Linguistics
420 English & Old English
430 Germanic languages German
440 Romance language French
450 Italian, Romanian, Rhacto Romanic
560 Spanish & Portuguese language
470 Italic languages Latin
480 Hellenic languages Classical Greek
490 Other languages
491.41 Sindhi language
491.42 Punjabi language
491.439 Urdu language
491.55 Persian language
491.59 Baluchi, Pushto, languages
491.7 Arabic Language

500 Natural sciences and mathematics
510 Astronomy & allied sciences
530 Physics
540 Chemistry & allied sciences
550 Earth sciences
560 Paleontology Palezoology
570 Life sciences
580 Botanical sciences
590 Zoological sciences

600 Technology (Applied sciences)
610 Medical sciences Medicine
620 Engineering & allied operations
630 Agriculture
640 Home economics & family living
650 Management & auxiliary services
660 Chemical engineering
670 Manufacturing
680 Manufacture for specific uses
690 Building
700 Arts
710 Civic & landscape art
720 Architecture
730 Plastic arts Sculpture
740 Drawing & decorative arts
750 Painting & Paintings
760 Graphic arts Prints-making and prints
770 Photography & Photographs
780 Music
790 Recreational & performing arts

800 Literature & rhetoric
810 American literature in English
820 English & Old English literature
830 Literature of Germanic language
840 Literature of Romance language
850 Italian, Romanian, Rhacto-Romanic
860 Spanish & Portuguese literature
870 Italic literature Latin
880 Hellenic literatures Classical Greek
890 Literatures of other languages

900 Geography & history
910 Geography & travel
920 Biography, genealogy, insignia
930 History of ancient world
940 General history of Europe
950 General history of Asia
950.91 General history of Pakistan
960 General history of Africa
970 General history of North America
980 General history of South America
990 General history of other areas.
CLASSIFIED SECTION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classification</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>001.38</td>
<td>Blind-books and Reading — Study and Teaching — Text-book</td>
<td>Allama Iqbal Open University, Islamabad</td>
<td>Braille Primer. — Islamabad : The Authority, 1999.</td>
<td>129p ; 25cm</td>
<td>(43331)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>001.42</td>
<td>Statistics</td>
<td>Faqir Muhammad</td>
<td>Statistical methods and data analysis. — Faisalabad : Kitab Markaz, 2000.</td>
<td>591p ; 22cm : Rs. 125.00</td>
<td>(41531)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>020.7</td>
<td>Library Science — Study and Teaching</td>
<td>Allama Iqbal Open University, Islamabad</td>
<td>Foundation of librarianship / compiled by Ishtiaq Ahmad. — Islamabad : The Authority, 2001.</td>
<td>Various pages ; 25cm</td>
<td></td>
<td>(43334)</td>
<td>(43339)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>079.5491</td>
<td>Press and Politics — Pakistan</td>
<td></td>
<td>Political communication in Pakistan. — Islamabad : Liberal Forum Pakistan, (n.d.).</td>
<td>30p ; 24cm : ill</td>
<td></td>
<td>(42420)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>080</td>
<td>Essays (English)</td>
<td>Zafar Altaf</td>
<td>Limitations of the mind : issues in agriculture and management. — Multan : Central Cotton Research Institute(n. d.).</td>
<td>301p ; 22cm : Rs. 195.00</td>
<td></td>
<td>(41832)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>155.4</td>
<td>Child Psychology</td>
<td></td>
<td>Allama Iqbal Open University, Islamabad</td>
<td>Development of child's personality. — Islamabad : The Authority (n.d.).</td>
<td>Various pages ; 30cm</td>
<td>(43739)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>209.225491</td>
<td>Christians — Pakistan — Biography</td>
<td></td>
<td>National Christian heroes and heroines / edited by Hamid Henry. — Gujranwala : Maktaba-e-Anaveem, 1997.</td>
<td>61p ; 20cm : Rs. 15.00</td>
<td></td>
<td>(41393)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
209.5491 — Christians in Pakistan — Addresses, Essays Lectures Etc.

210 — Natural Theology

220.1 — Christianity — Addresses, Essays Lectures Etc.
Asi, Emmanuel
Growing in discipleship / by Emmanuel Asi. — 2nd ed. — Gujranwala : Maktaba-e-Anaveem, 2001. — 25p ; 18cm : Rs. 25.00 (42124)

222.8 — Bible — Study and Teaching — Addresses, Essays Lectures Etc.

223.2 — Prayer
Pinto, Avarist
Cry of the anaveem : discovering inner force of psalms today / by Avarist Pinto. — Gujranwala : Maktaba-e-Anaveem, 1999. — 335p ; 20cm : Rs. 100.00 (41390)

224 — Prophets
Pinto, Evarist
Prophets : yesterday and today / by Evarist Pinto. — Gujranwala : Maktaba-e-Anaveem, 1998. — 115p ; 25cm : Rs. 30.00 (41388)

232.927 — Incarnation
Asi, Emmanuel
The Human face of God at nazareth : a nazareth spirituality / by Emmanuel Asi. — Gujranwala : Maktaba-e-Anaveem, 1999. — 104p ; 25cm : Rs. 100.00 (41391)

234 — Priesthood, Universal

248 — Mysticism — Christianity — Congresses and Conventions

294.50954 — Hinduism — India
Chatterjee
Oh you Hindu awake! / by Chatterjee ; edited by Sajjad Zaheer. — Karachi : Qirtas, 1999. — 81p ; 25cm (41924)

297 — Islam

Moiz Anjnad

297 — Islam — Addresses, Essays, Lectures Etc.
Hofmann, Murad Wilfried
Modern Islamic polity in the making / by Murad Wilfried Hofmann. — Islamabad : Book Traders, 2001. — 71p ; 23cm (44545)

297 — Islam — Study and Teaching
Khan, Muhammad Farooq
Dialogue with the West / by Muhammad Farooq Khan. — Lahore : Dar-ul-Ishraq, 2001. — 103p ; 23cm (44439)

Yusuf, Muhammad
Islam : the purpose of this life / by Muhammad Yusuf. — Islamabad : Da'wah Academy, 1998. — 15p ; 23cm (44535)

297.07 — Islam and Education
Baloch, N. A.

297.0904 — Islam — 20th Century
Euben, Roxanne L.
297.09254 — Shah Waliyullah, 1702-1763
Al-Ghazali, Muhammad
The Socio-political thought of Shah Wali Allah / by Muhammad Al-Ghazali. — Islamabad : International Institute of Islamic Thought, 2001. — 335p ; 25cm (42938)

297.122521 — Quran as a literature
Farooqui, Muhammad Zubair

297.1228 — Quranic Stories
Akhlaq Husain
Trenches of fire. — Karachi : International Islamic Publishers, 1986. — 10p ; 24cm (41700)

297.14 — Islamic Law (Usul al-Fiqh) — Methodology
Nyazee, Imran Ahsan Khan
Islamic jurisprudence : Usul al-Fiqh / by Imran Ahsan Khan Nyazee. — Islamabad : International Institute of Islamic Thought, 2000. — 405p ; 25cm (Islamic law and jurisprudence; no.3) (42937)

297.140954 — Islamic Law — South Asia
Serajuddin, Alamgir Muhammad

297.175 — Astronomy — Religious Aspects — Islam
Khan, Ahmed Raza (Imam)

297.197 — Sociology, Islamic
Farooqui, Muhammad Zubair
Islam and everyday living / by Muhammad Zubair Farooqui. — Islamabad : Da'wah Academy and Islamic research institute, 2000. — 76p ; 25cm
ISBN 969-408-209-9 : Rs. 75.00 (42935)

297.1972 — Islam — Relations — Christianity
Ridgeon, Lloyd V. J.
ISBN 0-19-579548-2 : Rs. 250.00 (42239-40)

297.1977 — Islam and Politics
Ifmat Malik
Jihad in the modern era : image and reality. — Islamabad : Institute of Strategic Studies, 2001. — 41p ; 23cm (44282)

297.1978344 — Polygamy and Islam
Badawi, Jamal A.
Polygamy in Islamic law / by Jamal A. Badawi. — Islamabad : Da'wah Academy, 1998. — 13p ; 23cm (44536)

Firdous
Attitudes of men and women towards polym. — Lahore : Alnaseem (n.d.). — 51p ; 23cm (43799)

297.1978344 — Women in Islam

297.19785 — Economics — Religious Aspects — Islam
Siddiqi, Muhammad Nejatullah

297.19785016 — Economics — Religious Aspects — Islam
Bibliography
Index of Quranic verses on Islamic economics / compiled by Muhammad Junaid. — Islamabad : Da'wah Academy, 2000. — 76p ; 23cm (41765-66)

297.211 — God (Islam)
Moiz Amjad
297.291 — Islam — Relations — Other Religions
Aasi, Ghulam Haider

297.293 — Islam — Relations — Christianity

297.38 — Islam — Customs and Practices
Rashid Ahmed Ludhianavi
Current innovations and groundless customs. — Karachi: Siddiqi Trust (n. d.). — 16p ; 23cm (41714)

297.4 — Spiritual Life — Islam
Shahidullah Faridi

297.4 — Sufism — Islam
Khan, Allah Yar

297.4203 — Sufism — Islam — Dictionaries

297.422092 — Sufi Poetry, Sindhi — Translations into English
Lupke, Gerd

297.51 — Profession of Faith (Islam)
Qadir, C. A.

297.52 — Prayer — Islam

297.63 — Muhammad (S.A.W.), Prophet, 571-632
Abdur Rauf

Said, Hakim Mohammed


297.81092 — Ahmad Reza Khan Brelvi — Biography
Masud Ahmed, Muhammad
The Light / by Muhammad Masud Ahmed; translated by M. A. Qadir. — Islamabad: Idara-i-Tahqeeqat-e-Imam Ahmad Raza (n.d.). — 32p ; 20cm (41796)

297.86 — Ahmadiyya
Ilyas Chinioti, Muhammad
The Double dealer / compiled by Manzoor Ahmed. — Chiniot: Adara Markazia Dawat-o-Irshad (n.d.). — 31p ; 20cm (42799)

297.86 — Ahmadiyya
Ilyas Chinioti, Muhammad
Rabwah into chenab nagar / by Muhammad Ilyas Chinioti. — Chiniot: Idara Markazia Dawat-o-Irshad, 1999. — 13p ; 20cm (42800)

Al-Qadiani and his faith. — Chiniot: Adara Markazia Dawat-o-Irshad (n.d.). — 56p ; 20cm (42798)
300.72 — Social Sciences — Research
Allama Iqbal Open University, Islamabad
Methods of social research : study guide
M.Sc. (sociology). — Islamabad : The
Authority, 2001. — 30p ; 25cm (43346)

Ismail, Zafar H.
Policy research and its implementation : Pakistan and Canada / by Zafar H. Ismail and
Various pages ; 25cm (44150-51)

301 — Sociology
Chaudhry, M. Iqbal
Sociology / by M. Iqbal Chaudhry. — 12th
557p ; 23cm ISBN 969-486-024-5 : Rs. 137.50 (41913)

301.07 — Sociology — Study and Teaching —
Text-books
Allama Iqbal Open University, Islamabad
Introduction to sociology. — Islamabad : The
Authority, 2001. — 102p ; 25cm (43344)

Sociological theory : study guide. —
Islamabad : The Authority, 2001. — 101p ;
25cm (43345)

302.23450954 — Cable Television — South Asia
— Social Aspects
Page, David
Satellites over South Asia : broadcasting
culture and the public interest / by David
Page. — Karachi : Oxford University Press,
2001. — 455p ; 20cm ISBN 0-19-579566-0 : Rs. 595.00
(42265-66)

302.235491 — Mass Media — Pakistan
Mehdi Hasan
Mass media in Pakistan. — Lahore : Aziz

303.4833076 — Information Technology — Hand-
books, Manuals Etc.
International Federation of Accountants, New
York
IFAC handbook of technical pronouncements
on information technology. — Lahore :
145p ; 20cm ISBN 969-8546-42-1 : Rs. 75.00 (42636)

303.4833076 — Multiple Choice Examinations
— Information Technology
Information technology. — Lahore :
252p ; 24cm ISBN 969-8489-34-7 (42630)

303.625 — Terrorism — Religious Aspects —
Islam
Asif Iftikhar
Murder, manslaughter and terrorism : all in
the name of Allah. — Lahore : The Author,
1997. — 32p ; 20cm (44434)

304.6021095491 — Demographic Surveys —
Pakistan — 1997
Pakistan. Federal Bureau of Statistics,
Statistics Division, Karachi
Pakistan demographic survey 1997. —
25cm : ill (41572)

304.6021095491 — Pakistan — Population —
Statistics — 1998
Pakistan. Statistics Division, Population
Census Organization, Islamabad
Population and housing census 1998. —
25cm (Census publication no.8) (41567)

304.6021095491 — Census Reports — North
West Frontier Province (Pakistan)
Pakistan. Statistics Division, Population
Census Organization, Islamabad
Islamabad : The Authority, 2000. — 280p ;
25cm : ill (Census publication no.119) (41404)

304.60210954912 — North West Frontier
Province (Pakistan) — Population — Statistics
Pakistan. Statistics Division, Population
Census Organization, Islamabad
Population and housing census 1998. —
25cm (Census publication no.8) (41567)
304.60210954912 — North West Frontier Province (Pakistan) — Population — Statistics
Pakistan. Statistics Division, Population Census Organization, Islamabad

304.60210954914 — Census Reports — Faisalabad (Pakistan)
Pakistan. Statistics Division, Population Census Organization, Islamabad

304.60210954914 — Census Reports — Mandi Bahauddin (Pakistan)
Pakistan. Statistics Division, Population Census Organization, Islamabad
District census report of Mandi Bahauddin 1998. — Islamabad : The Authority, 2000. — 275p ; 25cm : Rs. 175.00 (Census publication no. 117) (41401)

304.60210954914 — Demographic Surveys — Punjab (Pakistan)
Pakistan. Statistics Division, Population Census Organization, Islamabad

304.60210954914 — Punjab (Pakistan) — Population — Statistics
Pakistan. Statistics Division, Population Census Organization, Islamabad

304.602109549143 — Census Reports — Sialkot (Pakistan)
Pakistan. Statistics Division, Population Census Organization, Islamabad

304.602109549143 — Demographic Surveys — Okara (Pakistan)
Pakistan. Statistics Division, Population Census Organization, Islamabad
District census report of Okara 1998. — Islamabad : The Authority, 2000. — 311p ; 25cm : Rs.190.00 (Census publication No. 127) (41803)

304.60210954915 — Baluchistan (Pakistan) — Population — Statistics
Pakistan. Statistics Division, Population Census Organization, Islamabad

304.60210954915 — Census Reports — Killa Abdullah (Pakistan)
Pakistan. Statistics Division, Population Census Organization, Islamabad
District census report of Killa Abdullah 1998. — Islamabad : The Authority, 2000. — 215p ; 25cm : Rs.150.00 (Census publication no. 120) (41564)

304.60210954915 — Census Reports — Loralai (Pakistan)
Pakistan. Statistics Division, Population Census Organization, Islamabad
District census report of Loralai 1998. — Islamabad : The Authority, 2000. — 241p ; 25cm : Rs.135.00 (Census publication no. 121) (41402)

304.602109549153 — Census Reports — Muzaffargarh (Pakistan)
Pakistan. Statistics Division, Population Census Organization, Islamabad
District census report of Muzaffargarh 1998. — Islamabad : The Authority, 2000. — 317p ; 25cm : Rs.190.00 (Census publication no. 123) (41403)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>92761</td>
<td>Population and housing census 1998: advance tabulation on sex, age group, marital status, literacy and educational attainment (figures provisional).</td>
<td>Pakistan Statistics Division, Islamabad</td>
<td>Islamabad : The Authority</td>
<td>1998</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>Rs.200.00 (Census publication no. 10)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:**
- **Census Reports**
- **Rahim Yar Khan (Pakistan)**
- **Minorities in Pakistan. — Islamabad : The Authority, 2000. — 8p ; 23cm (41703-04)**
- **Directory of active scientists in OIC member states and their recent scientific publications / edited by Ahsana Dar. — Islamabad : COMSTECH - ISESCO, 2000. — 244p ; 30cm (41980-83)**
305.8914122 — Memon (Pakistani People)
Thaplawala, Abdur Razzaq

305.90816 — Handicapped Children — Study and Teaching
Allama Iqbal Open University, Islamabad
Awareness of public about special needs of children. — Islamabad : The Authority (n.d.). — 111p ; 30cm : ill (43740)

305.90816 — Handicapped Children — Study and Teaching
Allama Iqbal Open University, Islamabad
Awareness of public about special needs of children. — Islamabad : The Authority (n.d.). — 111p ; 30cm : ill (43740)

306.4095491 — Culture, Pakistani
Kalim, M. Siddiq

306.74209549143 — Prostitution — Lahore (Pakistan) — Social Life
Fouzia Saeed

307.1409549183 — Social Settlements
Arif Hasan
Akhtar Hameed Khan and the orangi pilot project. — Karachi : City Press, 1999. — 60p ; 20cm ISBN 969-8380-20-5 : Rs. 50.00 (41843)

Zaidi, S. Akbar

307.1409549183 — Social Settlements — Karachi (Pakistan)
Shahid Alam, M.

307.72 — Rural Development — Guide-books
Abid Ullah Jan

307.72095491 — Rural Development — Pakistan — Congresses & Conventions
National consultative workshop on community driven services provision (2000 : Islamabad, Pakistan)

310 — Statistics — Congresses & Conventions

315.491 — Pakistan — Statistics — Year-books

315.491005 — Pakistan — Statistics — Year-books


320.4 — Civics — Congresses and Conventions
Conference on good governance and institutional reforms (1999: Islamabad, Pakistan)
Report of the conference on good governance and institutional reforms; held at Islamabad from 20th-21st February, 1999. — Islamabad : Pakistan Planning and Development Division, 1999. — 613p ; 28cm (41498-99)
320.5509254 — Al-Mashraqui, Inayatullah Khan — Biography
Malik, Muhammad Aslam
ISBN 0-19-579158-4 : Rs. 495.00
(41512-13)

320.9519043 — Korea — Politics & Government — 1999 —
Daiem Naveed
(44500)

320.95491 — Pakistan — Politics & Government
Ghamidi, Javed Ahmad
The Islamic manifesto : a declaration of war against the present state of affairs / by Javed Ahmad Ghamidi. — Lahore : Al-Maurid Institute of Islamic Research and Education, 1994. — 19p ; 23cm
(43037)

Siddiqui, Tasneem Ahmad
ISBN 0-19-579188-6 : Rs. 495.00
(41820-21)

320.95491 — Pakistan — Politics & Government — Personal Views
Benazir Bhutto
(44537)

320.9549104 — Pakistan — Politics & Government — 1947-1971
Jawed, Nasim A.
Islam's political culture : religion and politics in pre divided Pakistan / by Nasim A. Jawed. — Karachi : Oxford University Press, 1999. — 294p ; 23cm
(43916-17)

320.9549105 — Pakistan — Politics & Government — 1999 —
Pakistan. Ministry of Information and Media Development, Islamabad
(41326)

320.9581045 — Afghanistan — Politics and Government — 1997 —
Gohari, M. J.
ISBN 0-19-579560-1 : Rs. 295.00
(42261-62)

322.5095491 — Military Governments — Pakistan — History
Feldman, Hebert
(43919)

323.095491 — Human Rights — Pakistan
(41598)

Pakistan. Ministry of Information and Media Development, Islamabad
Safeguarding human rights in Pakistan. — Islamabad : The Authority, 1999. — 11p ; 23cm
(41695-97)

323.095491 — Human Rights — Periodicals
Human Rights Commission of Pakistan, Lahore
ISBN 969-8324-10-0 : Rs. 200.00
(41866-69)

323.34095491 — Women's Rights — Pakistan — Case Studies
A Public case on gross violation of women's in Swabi, Mardan and Dir, NWFP. — Islamabad : Aurat Publication, 2001. — 61p ; 20cm
(43662-03)

323.445095491 — Press and Politics — Pakistan
Shakil Akhtar, Rai
ISBN 0-19-579174-6 : Rs. 495.00
(41503-04)
324.9549105 — Elections — Pakistan
Jazy, Kh. Muhammad Taraq
The Mixed proportional electoral system for Pakistan / by Kh. Muhammad Taraq Jazy. — Islamabad : Friedrich Ebert Stiftung, 2000. — 26p ; 20cm (42754)

327.120254 — Intelligence Service — India
Iqbal, Mohammad
The Raw deal / by Mohammad Iqbal. — Islamabad : Institute of Regional Studies (n.d.). — 29p ; 25cm (44542)

327.174 — Nuclear Nonproliferation
Khan, Shamshad Ahmed

327.5491 — Pakistan — Foreign Relations
Allama Iqbal Open University, Islamabad
Pakistan's foreign policy : determinants and evolution. — Islamabad : The Authority, 1981. — 177p ; 23cm (43721)

Amin, Shahid M.


327.5491 — Pakistan — Foreign Relations — Study and Teaching
Allama Iqbal Open University, Islamabad
Changing dynamics of Pakistan's foreign policy : from bipolar to unipolar world. — Islamabad : The Authority (n.d.). — 212p ; 30cm (43735)

Pakistan's relations with neighboring countries : India, Afghanistan, China and Iran. — Islamabad : The Authority (n.d.). — 383p ; 23cm (43722)

327.5491017671—Pakistan—Foreign Relations — Islamic Countries
Allama Iqbal Open University, Islamabad
Pakistan's relations with the Muslim world and third world countries. — Islamabad : The Authority (n.d.). — 136p ; 30cm (43736)

327.5491047 — Pakistan—Foreign Relations — Russia (Federation) — Congresses and Conventions
International seminar on confidence-building measures between Pakistan, Russia and Central Asia (2000: Peshawar, Pakistan)
Proceedings of the International seminar on confidence-building measures between Pakistan, Russia and Central Asia; held at Peshawar from 8-9 November, 2000. — Peshawar : Area Study Centre University of Peshawar, 2000. — 134p ; 23cm (43106)

327.5491051 — Prime Ministers — China — Journeys — Pakistan
Pakistan, Ministry of Information and Media Development, Directorate General of Films and Publications, Islamabad
Visit to Pakistan by the prime minister of China H.E. Mr. Zhu Rongji May 11-14th, 2001 Islamabad : speeches and statements. — Karachi : The Authority, 2001. — 40p ; 28cm (43512)

327.5491054 — Pakistan — Foreign Relations — India — 1947 —


327.5491054052—Pakistan—Foreign Relations — India — 1990 —
Durrani, Mahmud Ali (Maj. General)

327.5491073 — Pakistan — Foreign Relations — United States
Kux, Dennis

327.73051 — United States — Foreign Relations — China — 1970 —
Aijazuddin, F. S.
From a head, through a head, to a head: the secret channel between the US and China through Pakistan / by F. S. Aijazuddin. — Karachi: Oxford University Press, 2000. — 163p ; 25cm
ISBN 0-19-579449-4 : Rs. 395.00 (41518-19)

330.03 — Economics — Dictionaries
Dictionary of economic terms: (English to Urdu) / compiled by Muhammad Mazharul Aziz. — Islamabad: Shuja Sons, 2000. — 291p ; 20cm
ISBN 969-8593-00-4 : Rs. 300.00 (42718)

330.076 — Multiple Choice Questions — Economics
ISBN 969-8489-32-0 (42627)

Sartaj Aziz
Hunger, poverty, and development: life and work of Sartaj Aziz / by Sartaj Aziz; compiled by Anwar Dil. — Lahore: Ferozsons, 2000. — 591p ; 23cm
ISBN 969-0-01622-9 : Rs. 795.00 (41659)

330.27145491 — Value-added Tax — Pakistan
Kemal, A. R.

Pakistan. Finance Division, Economic Adviser's Wing, Islamabad

Amjad Saeed, Khawaja
Economy of Pakistan / by Khawaja Amjad Saeed. — Lahore: Institute of Business Management, 2000. — 573p ; 23cm : Rs. 250.00 (41533)

330.954910021 — Pakistan — Economic Conditions — Statistics

331.11060549142 — Occupational Training — Pakistan — Associations, Institutions Etc.
Pakistan. Labour, Manpower and Overseas Pakistanis Division, Islamabad
Pakistan Manpower Institute: Introduction and general information. — Islamabad: The Authority, 2000. — 71p ; 20cm (42052)

331.11095491 — Human Resources — Pakistan
Karamat Ali
ISBN 969-402-345-9 : Rs. 595.00 (41306)

331.3109549143 — Children — Employment — Kasur (Pakistan)
Punjab. Labour and Manpower Department, Lahore

331.88095491 — Trade Unions — Pakistan
Conference on the trade union, human and democratic rights situation in Pakistan (1992: Karachi, Pakistan)

Sabur Ghayur
Trade unions, democracy and development in Pakistan. — Karachi: Pakistan Institute of Labour Education and Research, 1996. — 129p ; 23cm : ill (44516)
332.03 — Banks and Banking — Dictionaries

332.1 — Banks and Banking — Periodicals
Union Bank Limited, Lahore

332.103 — Banks and Banking — Glossaries

332.1095491 — Banks and Banking — Pakistan
Khan, Abdul Jabbar

Meenai, S. A.

332.11095491 — Banks and Banking — Pakistan — Statistics
State Bank of Pakistan, Statistics Department, Karachi

332.11095491 — Banks and Banking — Pakistan — Year-books
State Bank of Pakistan, Karachi

332.632042095491 — Stock Companies — Pakistan — Financial Statements
State Bank of Pakistan, Karachi

332.632095491 — Securities — Pakistan — Statistics
State Bank of Pakistan, Statistics Department, Karachi
Equity bank yields on ordinary shares. — Karachi : The Authority, 1999. — 121p ; 22cm : ill (42904)

332.6322 — Stock Price Indexes
Attiya Y. Javed

332.673095491 — Investment, Foreign — Pakistan — Statistics
State Bank of Pakistan, Statistics Department, Karachi

332.7095491 — Credit — Pakistan — Case Studies
Lohano, Hari Ram

332.72095491 — Conservation of Natural Resources — Pakistan

332.720954915 — Conservation of Natural Resources — Baluchistan (Pakistan)

333.79095491005 — Energy — Pakistan — Year-books
Pakistan. Ministry of Petroleum and Natural Resources, Hydrocarbon Development Institute, Islamabad
333.7913095491 — Energy Consumption — Pakistan
Musleh-ud-Din

333.9516 — Wildlife Conservation
Shariff, Zohare Ali

335.033554 — Nuclear Weapons — India — Safety Measures – Case Studies
Shireen M. Mazari
Nuclear safety and terrorism: a case study of India. — Islamabad: Institute of Strategic Studies (n.d.). — 46p; 22cm (44283)

336.20095491 — Taxation — Pakistan
Khan, Sikandar Hayat

336.27145491 — Value-added Tax — Pakistan
Kemal, A. R.

336.34325491 — Debts, Public — Pakistan
Pakistan Institute of Labour Education and Research, Karachi

337.11 — Foreign Economic Relations
ISBN 969-8199-14-4: Rs. 160.00 (41455)

337.115491 — Pakistan — Foreign Economic Relations
Mahnaz Fatima

337.17671 — Islamic Countries — Foreign Economic Relations
Qureshi, M. L.
Problems and prospects of development and economic cooperation among Islamic countries / by M. L. Qureshi. — Islamabad: Pakistan Institute of Development Economic, 1974. — 78p; 25cm (41723)

338.185491 — Agriculture & State — Pakistan
Zafar Altaf
Transforming Pakistan's agriculture: options for the millennium. — Multan: Central Cotton Research Institute, 1995. — 71p; 18cm (41831)

338.2 — Mines and Minerals — Study and Teaching — Text-books
Allama Iqbal Open University, Islamabad
An Introduction to mining. — Islamabad: The Authority (n.d.). — 278p; 30cm (43737)

338.47520255491 — Industries — Pakistan — Directories


338.476770095491— Textile Industry—Pakistan
Afia Malik
ISBN 969-461-097-4 (41536)

338.7665506 — OPEC
Qureshi, M. L.
Pakistan. Planning Commission, Islamabad

338.90095491 — Pakistan — Social Policy
Social Policy and Development Centre, Karachi

338.95491 — Economic Development — Pakistan — 2001-2011
Pakistan. Planning Commission, Islamabad

338.95491 — Income Distribution — Pakistan
Kemal, A. R.
ISBN 969-461-098-2 (42053)

Nasir, Zafar Mueen
Poverty and labour market linkages in Pakistan / by Zafar Mueen Nasir. — Islamabad : Pakistan Institute of Development Economics, 2001. — 20p ; 25cm (MIMAP technical paper series no.7)
ISBN 969-461-103-2 (41970)

Rizwana Siddiqui
ISBN 969-461-106-7 (41973)

338.95491 — Income Distribution — Pakistan — Case Studies

338.95491 — Pakistan — Economic Policy
Zafar Altaf
Lost capitalism : essays. — Multan : Central Cotton Research Institute, 1995. — 167p ; 20cm (41833)

338.95491 — Pakistan — Economic Policy — 1990
Qureshi, Sarfraz Khan
ISBN 969-461-108-3 (41975)

338.95491 — Pakistan — Social Policy — 2000 — Reviews
Pasha, Hafiz A.

Haroon Jamal

338.95491 — Poverty — Pakistan
Qureshi, Sarfraz K.
ISBN 969-461-101-6 (41968)

338.95491 — Structural Adjustment (Economic Policy) — Pakistan
Kemal, A. R.
ISBN 969-461-099-0 (41966)

ISBN 969-461-107-5 (41974)
338.95491 — Structural Adjustment (Economic Policy) — Pakistan
Zafar Iqbal

338.95491 — Structural Adjustment (Economic Policy) — Pakistan — Research
Zafar Iqbal

Azad Jammu and Kashmir, Planning and Development Department, Muzaffarabad

338.954914 — Economic Development — Punjab (Pakistan) — 2001-2002
Punjab. Finance Department, Lahore

338.954915 — Economic Development — Baluchistan (Pakistan) — 2001-2002
Balochistan, Planning and Development Department, Quetta


339.46095491 — Poverty — Pakistan — Statistics
Aisha Ghaus-Pasha

339.46095491 — Poverty — Pakistan — Statistics
Rashida Haq

339.46095491 — Poverty Reduction Strategy — Implementation
Alam Zeb

340.59 — Tort (Islamic Law)
Niazi, Liaquat Ali Khan

341.247 — SAARC

343.5491052 — Income Tax — Law & Legislation — Pakistan
Amjad Saeed, Khawaja
Income tax law : with practical problems plus wealth tax basic law and capital value tax / by Khawaja Amjad Saeed. — 33rd ed. — Lahore : Institute of Business Management, 2001. — 402p ; 22cm : Rs. 120.00 (41532)

343.5491071 — Consumer Protection — Law and Legislation — Pakistan
Humayun, A. Salman
Model consumer protection act 2000 / by A. Salman Humayun. — Islamabad : Consumer Rights Commission of Pakistan, 2000. — 60p ; 25cm ISBN 969-8525-00-9 : Rs. 65.00 (41534)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classification</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Publisher/Place</th>
<th>Pages/Dimensions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>346.07</td>
<td>Business Law — Study and Teaching</td>
<td>Allama Iqbal Open University, Islamabad</td>
<td>Everyday business law. — Islamabad : The Authority (n.d.). — 332p ; 22cm</td>
<td>(43718)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>346.082</td>
<td>Banking Law — Study and Teaching</td>
<td>Allama Iqbal Open University, Islamabad</td>
<td>Banking law and practice. — Islamabad : The Authority (n.d.). — 277p ; 22cm</td>
<td>(43719)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
354.549100621 — Civil Service — Pakistan — Statistics
Pakistan Public Administration Research Centre, Islamabad

354.549100722 — Budget — Baluchistan (Pakistan) — 2001-2002
Balochistan. Finance Department, Quetta

354.549100722 — Budget — Pakistan — 2001-2002
Pakistan. Finance Division, Islamabad
Vol.2. : Various pages ; 28cm (43154)

354.549100722 — Budget — Pakistan — 2001-2002 — Reviews
Social Policy and Development Centre, Karachi

354.549101 — Bureaucracy — Pakistan
Ismail, Zafar H.

354.5491400722 — Budget — Bhakkar (Pakistan) — 2001-2002
Punjab. Finance Department, Lahore

354.5491400722 — Budget — Chakwal (Pakistan) — 2001-2002
Punjab. Finance Department, Lahore

354.5491400722 — Budget — Dera Ghazi Khan (Pakistan) — 2001-2002
Punjab. Finance Department, Lahore

354.5491400722 — Budget — Faisalabad (Pakistan) 2001-2002
Punjab. Finance Department, Lahore

354.5491400722 — Budget — Gujranwala (Pakistan) — 2001-2002
Punjab. Finance Department, Lahore

354.5491400722 — Budget — Gujrat (Pakistan) — 2001-2002
Punjab. Finance Department, Lahore
354.5491400722 — Budget — Hafizabad (Pakistan) — 2001-2002
Punjab. Finance Department, Lahore

354.5491400722 — Budget — Jhelum (Pakistan) — 2001-2002
Punjab. Finance Department, Lahore

354.5491400722 — Budget — Khanewal (Pakistan) — 2001-2002
Punjab. Finance Department, Lahore

354.5491400722 — Budget — Khushab (Pakistan) — 2001-2002
Punjab. Finance Department, Lahore

354.5491400722 — Budget — Layyah (Pakistan) — 2001-2002
Punjab. Finance Department, Lahore

354.5491400722 — Budget — Lodhran (Pakistan) — 2002-2002
Punjab. Finance Department, Lahore

354.5491400722 — Budget — Mandi Bahauddin (Pakistan) — 2001-2002
Punjab. Finance Department, Lahore

354.5491400722 — Budget — Mianwali (Pakistan) — 2001-2002
Punjab. Finance Department, Lahore

354.5491400722 — Budget — Multan (Pakistan) — 2001-2002
Punjab. Finance Department, Lahore

354.5491400722 — Budget — Muzaffargarh (Pakistan) — 2001-2002
Punjab. Finance Department, Lahore

354.5491400722 — Budget — Narowal (Pakistan) — 2001-2002
Punjab. Finance Department, Lahore

354.5491400722 — Budget — Okara (Pakistan) — 2001-2002
Punjab. Finance Department, Lahore

354.5491400722 — Budget — Pakpattan (Pakistan) — 2001-2002
Punjab. Finance Department, Lahore

354.5491400722 — Budget — Punjab (Pakistan) — 2001-2002
Punjab. Finance Department, Lahore


Demands for grants and appropriations current expenditure for 2001-2002: district Dera Bugti. — Quetta: The Authority, 2001.— Vol.3.— Various pages; 25cm (43471)


Demands for grants and appropriations current expenditure for 2001-2002: district Killa Saifullah. — Quetta: The Authority, 2001.— Vol.3.— Various pages; 25cm (43477)


Demands for grants and appropriations current expenditure for 2001-2002: district Sibi. — Quetta: The Authority, 2001.— Vol.3.— Various pages; 25cm (43486)


Demands for grants and appropriations current expenditure for 2001-2002: district Quetta. — Quetta: The Authority, 2001.— Vol.3.— Various pages; 25cm (43466)


Demands for grants and appropriations current expenditure for 2001-2002: district Sibi. — Quetta: The Authority, 2001.— Vol.3.— Various pages; 25cm (43486)


354.5491500722 — Budget — Baluchistan (Pakistan) — 2000-2001
Balochistan. Finance Department, Quetta


Vol.3 (Part-C). — Various pages ; 25cm (43467)

Vol.6 (Part-B). — Various pages ; 25cm (43492)

Vol.6 (Part-C). — Various pages ; 25cm (43493)

Vol.7. — Various pages ; 25cm (43494)


354.5491600722 — Budget — Bahawalnagar (Pakistan) — 2001-2002
Punjab. Finance Department, Lahore

354.5491600722 — Budget — Bahawalpur (Pakistan) — 2001-2002
Punjab. Finance Department, Lahore

354.5491600722 — Budget — Rahim Yar Khan (Pakistan) — 2001-2002
Punjab. Finance Department, Lahore

355.033554 — Nuclear Weapons — South Asia
Synnott, Hilary

355.033554 — Nuclear Weapons — South Asia
Kamal Matinuddin

361.763025095491 — Non-Governmental Organizations — Pakistan — Directories

361.763095 — Non-Governmental Organizations — Asia
Smillie, Ian

361.763095491 — Non-Governmental Organizations — Pakistan
Zeenat Hisam

361.7630954918 — Non-Governmental Organizations — Sind Pakistan
NGOs in four divisions of Sindh : a situation analysis. — Karachi : NGO Resource Centre, 1996. — 74p ; 28cm : ill (44463)

362.1068 — Health Facilities — Needs Awareness
Health care marketing. — Islamabad : National Book Foundation, 1996. — 408p ; 22cm : ill (43023)

362.1095491 — Medical Care — Pakistan — Study and Teaching — Text-books
Allama Iqbal Open University, Islamabad
Common health problems, their prevention and nutritional therapy. — Islamabad : The Authority, 1996. — 222p ; 25cm (43709)

362.2095491 — Social Action — Pakistan — Statistics
Pakistan. Planning and Development Division, Islamabad
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classification</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>363.8095491 — Nutrition — Pakistan — Requirements</td>
<td>Nutritional status in Pakistan</td>
<td>Qureshi, Sarfraz Khan</td>
<td>Islamabad: Pakistan Institute of Development Economics, 2001.</td>
<td>18p</td>
<td>969-8380-12-5</td>
<td>Rs. 85.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>364.591015 — Domestic Relations (Islamic Law) — Pakistan</td>
<td>Women, law, and society: an action manual for NGOs.</td>
<td>Cassandra Balchin</td>
<td>Lahore: Shirkat Gah, 1996.</td>
<td>259p</td>
<td>969-8380-12-5</td>
<td>Rs. 85.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>368.5491 — Insurance — Study and Teaching — Text-books</td>
<td>Principles of insurance.</td>
<td>Allama Iqbal Open University, Islamabad</td>
<td>Islamabad: The Authority (n.d.).</td>
<td>383p</td>
<td>969-8380-12-5</td>
<td>Rs. 85.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>370.78 — Education — Research</td>
<td>Techniques of research in education.</td>
<td>Wazim Khan</td>
<td>Peshawar: Institute of Education and Research, 1999.</td>
<td>197p</td>
<td>969-8380-12-5</td>
<td>Rs. 85.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>371.1009549142 — Teachers — In-Service Training (Punjab) — Pakistan</td>
<td>In-Service teacher training: assessing effectiveness through stakeholder impact monitoring.</td>
<td>Punjab, Schools Education Department, Lahore</td>
<td>Lahore: The Authority, 2000.</td>
<td>30p</td>
<td>969-8380-12-5</td>
<td>Rs. 85.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>371.32 — Mathematics — Study and Teaching (Primary)</td>
<td>Calculate mathematics.</td>
<td>Sheraz Ahmad</td>
<td>Lahore: Al-Hadi Educational Books (n.d.).</td>
<td>120p</td>
<td>969-8380-12-5</td>
<td>Rs. 85.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
372.095491 — Education, Primary — Pakistan — Case Studies
Pakistan. Ministry of Education, Curriculum Wing, Islamabad
Learning achievement in primary schools of Pakistan: a quest for quality education. — Islamabad: The Authority, 2001. — 81p ; 28cm ; ill (42756)

372.5204 — Painting — Study and Teaching

372.954914 — Education, Primary — Punjab (Pakistan) — Research
Impact of supplementary readers on Urdu reading comprehension of middle grade students in Punjab. — Lahore: Schools Education Department, Punjab, 2000. — 43p ; 22cm (Research and evaluation series) ISBN 969-8484-06-X (41699)

374 — Distance Education
Rashid, Muhammad
Trends and issues in distance education: M. Phil education (specialization in distance and non-formal education) / by Muhammad Rashid. — Islamabad: Allama Iqbal Open University, 2001. — 377p ; 25cm (43332)

378.025549142 — Universities and Colleges — Islamabad (Pakistan) — Directories

378.03095491 — Distance Education — Pakistan
Allama Iqbal Open University, Islamabad

378.5491005 — Universities and Colleges — Reviews
Pakistan Navy War College, Lahore
Pakistan navy war college review. — Lahore: The Authority, 2000. — 101p ; 25cm ; ill (43609)

378.549142005 — Universities and Colleges — Islamabad (Pakistan) — Year-books

382.095491021 — Export Marketing — Pakistan — Statistics — 2000
State Bank of Pakistan, Statistics Department, Karachi

382.095491021 — Foreign Trade — Pakistan — Statistics


382.6095491 — Exports—Pakistan—Guide-books

384.0605491 — Telecommunication—Pakistan — Year-books
Pakistan Telecommunication Authority, Islamabad
384.5540954—Television Broadcasting—India — Censorship
Covering up the truth : India's ban on PTV. — Islamabad : Directorate General of Films and Publications, 1999. — 18p ; 22cm (41603)

398.91593—Proverbs, Pushto—Translations into English

412 — Indo-European Languages—Etymology
The Bridge of words : between East and West; Eastern Indo-European languages (Persian, Urdu, Hindi, etc.) traced to Western Indo-European language (English, French, German, etc.) / edited by Khaled Ahmed. — Lahore : Vanguard, 2001. — 334p ; 22cm ISBN 969-402-347-5 : Rs. 495.00 (41907)

420.7 — English Language—Study & Teaching (Elementary)

420.7 — English Language—Study & Teaching
Williams, Aileen

428.24—English Language—Grammar—Problems Exercise Etc.
Manzoor Ahmed
Improve your writing and speaking skills to be competitive : how an authoritative work on speaking and writing skills brings about magical break throughs in communication and competitive skills. — Karachi : Al Makhzan Printer, 2001. — 560p ; 25cm (44370)

428.24—English Language—Study & Teaching
Allama Iqbal Open University, Islamabad

428.24—English Language—Study & Teaching — Secondary
Allama Iqbal Open University, Islamabad

491.439321—English Language—Dictionaries—Urdu

539.2 — Electromagnetic Waves
Matiullah

547.203—Chemistry, Organic—Abbreviations

581.095491—Botany—Pakistan

581.632—Plants, Edible
Riaz Baquar, Syed

595.789095491—Butterflies—Pakistan
Ather Rafi, Muhammad
Papilionid (swallowtails) butterflies of Pakistan / by Muhammad Ather Rafi. — Islamabad : The Author, 2000. — 33p ; 25cm : ill (41889-90)

Roberts, T. J.
610.705491 — Medical Education — Pakistan  
Jafarey, N. A.  
Medical education: a collection of articles /  
by N. A. Jafarey. — Karachi: Ziauddin  
Medical University, 1999. — 171p; 24cm  
(41732-33)

610.7094591 — Health Education — Pakistan —  
Congresses and Conventions  
Basic and applied research in health care and  
social development: proceedings of the  
second national symposium at the Aga Khan  
University held at Karachi from 23-24  
September, 1995 / edited by Bukhtiar H.  
Shah. — Karachi: The Aga Khan University,  
1995. — 272p; 28cm  
(43107)

612.84 — Vision — Study and Teaching — Textbooks  
Allama Iqbal Open University, Islamabad  
Visual optics / physiology of vision: B.Sc.  
level half credit course / compiled by Sajjad  
— 118p; 28cm  
(43316)

613.07 — Health Education  
Allama Iqbal Open University, Islamabad  
Professional programmes in the discipline of  
health and nutrition: prospectus 1999. —  
Islamabad: The Authority, 1999. — 83p;  
23cm  
(43022)

613.2 — Nutrition  
Shabana Perwaiz Sandila  
Nutrition: in health disease: a manual for B.  
— 92p; 23cm  
(44286)

613.207 — Nutrition — Study and Teaching  
Allama Iqbal Open University, Islamabad  
Hospital dietetics: a post-graduate diploma  
— Various pages; 28cm  
(43019-21)

615.32 — Medicinal Plants  
Studies in pharmacology of herbal drugs / edited  
by Sadia Rashid. — Karachi: Hamdard  
Foundation, 2000. — 287p; 23cm  
(41288)

615.532 — Homeopathy — Addresses, Essays,  
Lectures Etc.  
Kent, James Tyler  
Lectures on homoeopathic materia medica /  
by James Tyler Kent. — Lahore: Homoeopathic  
Stores and Hospital, 2000. — 991p; 22cm  
(43459)

615.532 — Homeopathy — Hand-books, Manuals  
Etc.  
Roberts, Herbert A.  
Sensations as if: a repertory of subjective  
symptoms / by Herbert A. Roberts. —  
Lahore: Homoeopathic Stores and  
Hospital, 1967. — 519p; 22cm  
(42312)

Ruddock, E. H.  
The Lady's manual of homeopathic  
treatment / by E. H. Ruddock. — Lahore:  
Society of Homoeopathists (n.d.). — 269p;  
23cm  
(42311)

615.892 — Acupuncture  
Siddiqi, Wasi Ahmed  
Moxibustion: the ancient Chinese healing  
art / by Wasi Ahmed Siddiqi. — Karachi:  
International College of Acupuncture,  
1992. — 120p; 23cm  
(41551)

616.0775 — Radioactive Tracers  
Waqar, Muhammad A.  
Medical management of contamination  
from depleted uranium (DU) Ammunition /  
by Muhammad Amin Waqar. — Rawalpindi:  
Nuclear Medical Centre, AFIP Publication,  
2001. — 36p; 25cm  
(43260-61)

616.238 — Asthma  
Dawood, A. Ghaffar  
Asthma / by A. Ghaffar Dawood. —  
Karachi: City Press, 2000. — 60p; 22cm  
ISBN 969-8380-39-6: Rs. 100.00  
(41842)

616.5 — Dermatology — Study and Teaching  
Shamim, Syed Muhammad  
An Approach to practice of dermatology /  
by Syed Muhammad Shamim. — Karachi:  
22cm  
(43940)

617.75 — Perimetry  
Allama Iqbal Open University, Islamabad  
Dispensing optometry: B.Sc. level a half  
credit course. — Islamabad: The Authority,  
2001. — 239p; 25cm  
(43318)

617.7523 — Contact Lenses  
Allama Iqbal Open University, Islamabad  
Contact lenses: B.Sc. level a half credit  
course. — Islamabad: The Authority,  
2001. — 102p; 25cm  
(43317)
617.762 — Strabismus
Allama Iqbal Open University, Islamabad
Orthoptics / General concepts : B.Sc. level
half credit course. — Islamabad : The
Authority, 2000. — 141p ; 25cm (43315)

618.24 — Pregnancy
Kuyvenhoven, M. (Mrs.)
You and your baby / by M. (Mrs.)
Kuyvenhoven. — 3rd ed.. — Lahore : Nirali
Kitaben, 1989. — 24p ; 25cm (43961)

618.923 — Diarrhea in Children
Contemporary issues in childhood diarrhea and
malnutrition / edited by Zulfiqar Ahmed
Bhutta. — Karachi : Oxford University Press,
2000. — 365p ; 25cm
ISBN 0-19-579149-5 : Rs. 550.00
(41505-06)

618.928588075—Mentally Handicapped Children
—Testing—Study & Teaching
—Text-books
Allama Iqbal Open University, Islamabad
Study guide on introduction and assessment
of mentally retarded children. — Islamabad :
The Authority (n.d.). — 127p ; 25cm
(43320)

621.366 — Lasers
Masroor Ikram
Lasers and optics. — Islamabad : Allama
Iqbal Open University, 1999. — Various
pages ; 28cm (43333)

621.382 — Integrated Services Digital Networks
Khan, Mahmood Ashraf
Understanding ISDN and ATM / by
Mahmood Ashraf Khan. — Peshawar : The
Author, 2001. — 82p ; 22cm (44238-39)

621.811—Mechanics—Conferences & Conventions
International symposium on mechanical
vibrations (2nd : 2000 : Islamabad, Pakistan)
Mechanical vibrations : proceedings of the
second international symposium on mechanical vibrations (ISMV-2000) ; held at
Islamabad from 25-28 September, 2000. —
Rawalpindi : Dr. A.Q. Khan Research
Laboratories, 2001. — 605p ; 28cm
ISBN 969-8122-12-5 (43460-62)

622.82 — Mine Gases — Study and Teaching —
Text-books
Allama Iqbal Open University, Islamabad
Mining safety measures. — Islamabad : The
Authority (n.d.). — 36p ; 30cm (43738)

629.287—Motor Vehicle—Maintenance & Repair
Zahdi, S. M. Ahmed
Motor car : Maintenance / by S. M. Ahmed
Zahdi. — Islamabad : Allama Iqbal Open
University (n.d.). — 49p ; 30cm (43742)

630.6005—Agricultural Institutions—Peshawar
(Pakistan)
Nuclear Institute for Food and Agriculture, Peshawar
NIFA annual report 1999-2000. —
Peshawar : The Authority, 1999. — 87p ;
28cm (44285)

630.720 — Agricultural Extension Work —
Study and Teaching
Allama Iqbal Open University, Islamabad
Communication techniques in livestock
extension. — Islamabad : The Authority
(n.d.). — 214p ; 25cm (43329)

630.7205491—Agricultural Extension Work —
Pakistan
Sher Muhammad
Agricultural extension : strategies and
skills. — Faisalabad : Unitech
Communications, 2001. — 135p (43253)

632.8095491016 — Virus Diseases of Plants —
Pakistan — Bibliography
Saif Khalid
Research on plant viral diseases in Pakistan :
bibliography and abstracts. — Islamabad : The Author, 1999. — 215p ; 23cm
ISBN 969-8497-00-5 (41487-88)

632.90954 — Pest Control Integrated — South
Asia—Conferences & Conventions
Proceedings of the SAARC workshop on
integrated pest management, held at Multan
from 18-20 September, 2000. — Multan :
Central Cotton Research Institute, 2000. —
193p ; 25cm (41827)

633.510095491 — Cotton — Pakistan
Pakistan Central Cotton Committee, Karachi
Annual progress report : central cotton
research institute, Multan 2000-2001. —
25cm (43941)

633.519709549 — Cotton Diseases and Pests —
Research — Pakistan
Cotton leaf curl virus (CLCV) in the Punjab :
current situation and review of work
August, 1995. — Multan : Central Cotton
Research Institute, 1995. — 117p ; 25cm
(41828)
633.898 — Insecticide Resistance — Pakistan — Congresses and Conventions
ICAC-CCRI Regional consultation insecticide resistance management in cotton (1999: Multan, Pakistan)
Proceedings of the ICAC-CCRI regional consultation insecticide resistance management in cotton; held at Multan from June 28 to July 1, 1999. — Multan : Central Cotton Research Institute, 1999. — 293p ; 25cm
634.92095491 — Forest Management — Pakistan — Lubna Hasan
Analysing institutional set-up of forest management in Pakistan. — Islamabad : Pakistan Institute of Development Economics, 2001. — 34p ; 23cm
ISBN 969-461-109-1
636.00954912—Livestock — North West Frontier Province (Pakistan) — Verduijn, Cornelis
636.2 — Ruminants — Feeding and Feeds — Sarwar, Muhammad
ISBN 969-8490-01-9
639.1095491 — Hunting — Pakistan — Reviews — Shackleton, D. M.
A Review of community-based throphy hunting programs in Pakistan / by D. M. Shackleton. — Islamabad : The World Conservation Union (IUCN-Pakistan), 2001. — 59p ; 23cm
641.4 — Food — Preservation — Awan, Javaid Aziz
ISBN 969-8543-01-5
647.94068 — Hotel Management — Study and Teaching — Text-books — Allama Iqbal Open University, Islamabad
Front office : entry level. — Islamabad : The Authority, 1998. — 159p ; 30cm : ill
647.9454910501 — Hotels — Pakistan — Guide-books — Pakistan
ISBN 969-8003-01-0 : Rs. 100.00
ISBN 969-8489-33-9
650.07 — Business — Study and Teaching — Allama Iqbal Open University, Islamabad
Modern approach to business : operational factors, personnel, finance, decision-making, and legal environment. — Islamabad : The Authority, (n.d.) — 357p ; 25cm
651.7 — Business Communication — Study and Teaching — Text-books — Allama Iqbal Open University, Islamabad
Improving your skills in business communication. — Islamabad : The Authority (n.d.). — 342p ; 25cm
654.9120359 — North West Frontier Province (Pakistan) — History — 1930 — Mukulika Banerjee
ISBN 0-19-579388-9 : Rs. 595.00
657 — Accounting — Standards
International Accounting Standards Committee, Lahore
ISBN 969-8489-26-6 (42632)

657.046—Accounting—Examinations, Questions, Etc.
ISBN 969-8383-64-6 : Rs. 100.00
(42698-711)

ISBN 969-8489-63-0 : Rs. 200.00
(42672-75)
(42678-79)
(42682-86)

ISBN 969-8489-63-0 : Rs. 475.00
(42676-77)

Amjad Saeed, Khawaja
ISBN 969-8489-28-2 : Rs. 200.00
(42657-58)

ISBN 969-8383-83-2 : Rs. 350.00
(42671)

ISBN 969-8383-01-8 : Rs. 250.00
(42665)

ISBN 969-8383-11-1 : Rs. 400.00
(42666)

ISBN 969-8383-41-7 : Rs. 400.00
(42659)

ISBN 969-8383-81-6 : Rs. 350.00
(42664)

ISBN 969-8383-30-1 : Rs. 350.00
(42660)

ISBN 969-8383-85-9 : Rs. 200.00
(42669)

ISBN 969-8489-71-1 : Rs. 150.00
(42640)

ISBN 969-8546-48-0 : Rs. 200.00
(42609-25)

ISBN 969-8546-22-7 : Rs. 475.00
(42595-608)

657.076—Multiple Choice Questions—Accounting
ISBN 969-8489-30-4
(42628)

657.42076—Multiple Choice Questions — Cost Accounting
ISBN 969-8489-31-2
(42629)

658.404 — Industrial Project Management
Ansary, Sardar Ahmed
(42488)

658.406 — Manpower Planning
Jones, Garth N.
Operational elements of planned organizational change : a general statement / by Garth N. Jones. — Islamabad : Management Services Division, 2000. — 124p ; 23cm
(42489)
658.76 — Inventory Control — Study and Teaching
Allama Iqbal Open University, Islamabad
Materials management : packing, storage, standardization, and computerization of materials. — Islamabad : The Authority (n.d.). — 210p ; 25cm  (43713)

659.046 — Accounting — Examinations, Questions, Etc.

664 — Food — Composition
Awan, Javaid Aziz
Elements of food science and technology-I : introduction to food science / by Javaid Aziz Awan. — Faisalabnad : Unitech Communications, 2001. — 111p ; 23cm  (44281)

664.9028 — Meat Inspection
Anwar-ul-Haq Anwar

700.70095491 — Art — Pakistan — Study & Teaching
Marjorie Husain

704.9425 — Children — Art Representation

759.95491092 — Painters, Pakistani — Biography
Gulgee. — Lahore : Ferozsons, 2000. — 134p ; 23cm  (44206)

808.8895491 — Sufi Literature — Pakistan
Les poêtes mystiques du Pakistan / edited by Fakhar Zaman. — Islamabad : Academie des Lettres du Pakistan, 1995. — 316p ; 22cm : Rs. 500.00  (42024)

Los grandes poetas misticos del Pakistan / edited by Fakhar Zaman. — Islamabad : Academia de Letras del Pakistan, 2000. — 521p ; 23cm  (42014)

809.8895491 — Pakistani Literature — History
Literature Pakistani / edited by Fakhar Zaman. — Islamabad : Academia de Letras del Pakistan, 1995. — 861p ; 23cm  (42015)

Literature Pakistanaise. — 2nd ed. — Islamabad : Academie des Lettres du Pakistan, 1995. — 702p ; 23cm : Rs. 300.00  (42019)

820 — English Literature (Pakistani)

821 — English Poetry
Soo Ko, Chang
Moenjodaro / by Chang Soo Ko. — Islamabad : A.H.A.B, 2001. — various pages ; 23cm  (43798)

821.3 — English Poetry (Pakistani)
Aazaad, M. Alam
Lone walks / by M. Alam Azaad. — Mirpurkhas : The Author, 2000. — 69p ; 23cm  (42153)

Hamid Yousufi

821.3 — English Poetry (Pakistani)
Khan, Irshad Ullah
The Elements : and jottings from the homeland / by Irshad Ullah Khan. — Islamabad : Manza Press, 1994. — 234p ; 23cm  (44412)

For you my God : the bee poems and other poems / by Irshad Ullah Khan. — Islamabad : Manza Press, 1993. — 69p ; 23cm  (44414)

Jottings from the homeland / by Irshad Ullah Khan. — Islamabad : Manza Press, 1994. — 31p ; 23cm  (44410)


These children of tomorrow / by Irshad Ullah Khan. — Islamabad : Manza Press, 1995. — 381p ; 23cm  (44411)
821.3 — English Poetry (Pakistani)

Khan, Irshad Ullah
You and I / by Irshad Ullah Khan. —
Islamabad : Manza Press, 1993. — 64p ;
23cm (44415)

Naushaba Naushi
In search of light : a collection of poems. —
Lahore : Writers Panel of Pakistan, 2000. —
112p ; 23cm : Rs. 150.00 (41648)

Sa'ad Sharif
Strange journeys : tavel in verse. —
Islamabad : The Author, 2001. — 46p ; 20cm
(43228)

Wazir Agha
Is any one out there?. — Lahore : Kaghadhi
Paerahen, 2000. — 32p : Rs. 80.00 (41750)

823 — English Fiction

Mariam Behnam
Heirloom : evening tales from the east. —
345p ; 23cm ISBN 0-19-579329-3 : Rs. 295.00
(41507-08)

Naim, C. M.
Ambiguities of heritage : fictions and
polemics / by C. M. Naim. — Karachi : City
(41841)

823.01 — Short Stories, English

Bina Shah
Animal medicine. — Karachi : Oxford
University Press, 2001. — 104p ; 23cm
ISBN 0-19-579103-7 : Rs. 225.00
(41514-15)

Imran Kureshi
Billa Nayee and other stories. — Karachi :
23cm (43137-38)

Talat Abbasi
Bitter gourd and other stories. — Karachi :
23cm (43679)

823.3 — English Fiction (Pakistani)

Adeel Ghayur
AKENA : not scared to fall in love. —
246p ; 23cm ISBN 969-8592-00-8 (42808)

823.3 — English Fiction (Pakistani)

Bapsi Sidhwa
The Bapsi Sidhwa omnibus : the Crow
Eaters, the Bride, Ice-candy-man an
American brat. — Karachi : Oxford
University Press, 2001. — 1106p ; 23cm
ISBN 0-19-579400-1 : Rs. 795.00
(4259-60)

Nilofer Sultana
Beyond the misty viel : a novel. —
23cm ISBN 969-8533-03-6 : Rs. 300.00 (41490)

823.3085 — Love Stories, Indic (English)

Khan, M. Umar
The Mysterious stranger / by M. Umar
116p ; 23cm (42927)

891.42105 — Sufi Poetry, Punjabi

Siddiq Kalim
The Song of a people. — Lahore : Lehran
Adbi Borad (n.d.). — 88p ; 23cm (44337)

891.42105092— Sufi Poetry, Punjabi—Translations into English

Gurcharan Singh
Warris Shah. — Lahore : Suchet Kitab
Ghar, 2001. — 72p ; 23cm (42305)

891.439016 — Urdu Literature — Bibliography

Urdu books : a descriptive catalogue of pre-
1947 publications now preserved in the
India Office library and the British
Museum library, London / edited by Salim
al-Din Quraishi. — Islamabad : National
Language Authority, 2000. — 627p ; 25cm
ISBN 969-474-050-9 : Rs. 530.00 (41726)

891.4391 — Urdu Poetry — Translations into English

Khadija Mastur
Inner courtyard or Aangan / by Khadija
Mastur ; translated by Neelam Hussain. —
Lahore : Simorgh Women's Resource and
Publication Centre, 2000. — 274p ; 23cm
ISBN 969-8408-29-0 : Rs. 530.00 (41726)

891.4391 — Urdu Poetry — Translations into English

Kishwar Naheed
The Distance of a shout / by Kishwar
Naheed ; edited by Asif Farrukhi. —
— 109p ; 23cm ISBN 0-19-579330-7 : Rs. 190.00 (41819)
891.4391 — Urdu Poetry — Translations into English
Manto, Saadat Hasan

909.04924082 — Jews — Politics and Government — 20th Century

909.07 — History, Modern — Study and Teaching
Allama Iqbal Open University, Islamabad

909.097671 — Islamic Empire
Yasin Istanbuli
ISBN 0-19-579303-X : Rs. 295.00 (41951-52)

909.6097671 — Islamic Empire — History — 639-1517
Imamuddin, S. M.
ISBN 0-19-579303-X : Rs. 295.00 (44277)

915.491025 — Pakistan — Description and Travel — Hand-books, Manuals Etc.
Chughtai, Maqsood Ahmad
Pakistan travel handbook / by Maqsood Ahmad Chughtai. — Lahore : Jahangir Book Depot, 2000. — 176p ; 18cm : Rs. 180.00 (42225)

915.49130354 — Hindu Kush Areas (Pakistan) — Description & Travel—1880-93
Durand, Algernon

915.81045 — Afghanistan — Description & Travel — 1990 — Personal Narratives
Banafsha Khomar
ISBN 0-19-579504-0 : Rs. 250.00 (42241-42)

920.7154 — Nasim Ansari — Autobiography
Nasim Ansari
Choosing to stay : memoirs of an Indian Muslim / by Nasim Ansari ; translated by Ralph Russell. — Karachi : City Press, 1999. — 196p ; 23cm
ISBN 969-8380-30-2 : Rs. 160.00 (41840)

920.715491 — Aslam Siddiqi — Autobiography
Aslam Siddiqi
Life and times of a Pakistani citizen. — Lahore : Ferozsons, 2001. — 303p ; 23cm
ISBN 969-0-01689-X : Rs. 495.00 (41662)

920.715491 — Omar Qureishi — Autobiography
Omar Kureishi
Once upon a time. — Lahore : Ferozsons, 2000. — 285p ; 23cm
ISBN 969-0-01682-2 : Rs. 330.00 (41658)

920.725491 — Women — Pakistan — Autobiography
Jahanara Habibullah
Remembrance of days past : glimpses of a princely state during the Raj / by Jahanara Habibullah ; translated by Tahira Naqvi. — Karachi : Oxford University Press, 2001. — 134p ; 23cm
ISBN 0-19-579392-7 : Rs. 495.00 (41947-48)

922.97 — Al-Jilani, Shaikh Abdul Qadir (R.A.) — Sermons
Al-Jilani, Shaikh Abdul Qadir

923.2549 — Jinnah, Muhammad Ali, 1876-1948 — Correspondence
923.25491 — Benazir Bhutto, 1953 — Biography
Shaikh, Muhammad Ali
ISBN 969-8534-00-8 (42056)

Bhutto, Zulfikar Ali

923.25491 — Jinnah, Muhammad Ali, 1876-1948 — Addresses, Essays Lectures Etc.
Riaz Ahmad
Pakistani scholars on Quaid-i-Azam Mohammad Ali. — Islamabad : Ministry of Culture, Sports, Tourism and Youth Affairs, 1999. — 507p ; 23cm
ISBN 969-8329-06-4 (42247)

Nawaz Sharif, Mohammad
Address at the command and staff college Quetta by Mohammad Nawaz Sharif prime minister Islamic Republic of Pakistan / by Muhammad Nawaz Sharif. — Islamabad: Directorate General of Films and Publications, 1998.— 11p; 25cm (41576)

923.5540359 — Pearce, Roger — Autobiography
Pearce, Roger

923.55491—Pervez Musharraf (Chief Executive) — Addresses, Essays, Lectures Etc.
Pervez Musharraf (General)
Address by President of Pakistan General Pervez Musharraf at the arms control seminar, 2nd, August 2001 Islamabad. — Islamabad : Directorate General Films and Publications, 2001. — 17p ; 25cm (43787)
Address by President of Pakistan General Pervez Musharraf at flag hoisting ceremony 14th, August 2001 Islamabad. — Islamabad : Directorate General of Films and Publications, 2001. — 9p ; 25cm (43786)

923.55491—Pervez Musharraf (Chief Executive) — Interviews
Pervez Musharraf (General)
923.55491—Pervez Musharraf (Chief Executive) — Interviews

Pervez Musharraf (General)


Interview of President of Pakistan General Pervez Musharraf by PTV’s panel October 22, 2001 Islamabad. — Islamabad : Directorate General of Films and Publications, 2001. — 22p ; 25cm (44363)


923.55491 — Pervez Musharraf (Chief Executive) — Press Conferences

Pervez Musharraf (General)


923.55491—Pervez Musharraf (Chief Executive) — Press Conferences

Pervez Musharraf (General)


Irshad, Hakim Syed

Lest we should forget the memory of the letter of Hakim Syed Irshad / by Hakim Syed Irshad. — 2nd ed. — Gujrat : Hakim Syed Irshad Memorial Society, 2000.— 423p ; 23cm : Rs. 400.00 (41267)

925.615491 — Said, Hakim Mohammad — Addresses, Essays Lectures Etc.

Said, Hakim Mohammad

Hakim Mohammed Said essays (1975 and 1976) / by Hakim Mohammad Said ; edited by Sadia Rashid. — Karachi : Hamdard Foundation Pakistan, 2000.— 252p ; 25cm : Rs. 500.00 (41286)


925.615491 — Said, Hakim Mohammad — Biography

Rafi Uzzaman Zuberi


934.01 — Mohenjo-Daro Site (Pakistan)

Tahir Saeed

Moen-jo-Daro : signpost of a civilization. — Karachi : Department of Archaeology and Museums, 1998. — 44p ; 23cm : Rs. 100.00 (42493)
940 — Europe — History — Study & Teaching — Text-books
Allama Iqbal Open University, Islamabad
Europe between the war: study guide (M.A. History). — Islamabad: The Authority, 1999. — 50p ; 25cm (43326)

940.28 — Europe — History — 1815-1914 — Study and Teaching — Text-books
Allama Iqbal Open University, Islamabad

940.28 — Europe — History — 1815-1914 — Study and Teaching — Text-books
Allama Iqbal Open University, Islamabad
Europe between the war: study guide (M.A. History). — Islamabad: The Authority, 1999. — 50p ; 25cm (43326)

940.28 — Europe — History — 1815-1914 — Study and Teaching — Text-books
Allama Iqbal Open University, Islamabad

954.0292016 — Muslims — India — History — 1800-1947 — Bibliography

954.0317 — India — History — Sepoy Rebellion, 1857-1858
Sir Syed Ahmed Khan
ISBN 0-19-577984-3 : Rs. 350.00 (41516-17)

954.035 — South Asia — History — 20th Century — Addresses, Essays Lectures Etc.
ISBN 0-19-579586-5 : Rs. 395.00 (42243-44)

954.0359 — Aligarh Movement
Khan, Abdul Rashid
The All India Muslim educational conference: its contribution to the cultural development of Indian Muslims 1886-1947 / by Abdul Rashid Khan. — Karachi: Oxford University Press, 2001. — 328p ; 23cm
ISBN 0-19-579375-7 : Rs. 495.00 (41949-50)

954.0359 — India — History — Partition, 1947 — Civilian Relief
Symonds, Richard
ISBN 0-19-579440-0 : Rs. 295.00 (42267-68)

954.0359 — India — History — Partition, 1947 — Civilian Relief
Symonds, Richard
ISBN 0-19-579440-0 : Rs. 295.00 (42267-68)

954.0359 — India — History — Partition, 1947 — Civilian Relief
Symonds, Richard
ISBN 0-19-579440-0 : Rs. 295.00 (42267-68)

954.6 — Elections — Kashmir (Occupied by India) — Reviews
Pakistan: Ministry of Information and Media Development, Directorate General of Films and Publications, Islamabad
World media reports on boycott of Indian polls in Indian held Kashmir. — Karachi: The Authority, 1999. — 14p ; 23cm (44538)

954.6 — Elections — Kashmir (Occupied by India) — History
Lamb, Alastair

954.6 — Kashmir, (Occupied by India) — Politics and Government
Abdul Aziz, Mir
ISBN 969-425-090-0 : Rs. 300.00 (41815)

Fazale Kareem
Kashmir is bleeding. — Islamabad: National Book Foundation, 2000. — 356p ; 23cm : Rs. 200.00 (41300)

Omar Razdan
ISBN 0-19-579567-9 : Rs. 525.00 (43245-46)

954.6 — Kashmir, (Occupied by India) — Politics & Government — 1947 —

954.9043 — Pakistan — History — 1947-58 — Study and Teaching — Text-books
Allama Iqbal Open University, Islamabad

954.9045 — India — Pakistan Conflict, 1965 — Personal Narratives
Amita Sher
954.91 — Pakistan — History — 1947 —

Latif Naek
(42755)

954.91 — Pakistan — Politics & Government — 1947 —

Hamid Khan
(42257-58)

ISBN 0-19-579333-1 : Rs. 595.00
(42714-15)

954.91—Pakistan—Politics & Government—1947-1997

Arif, K. M. (General)
ISBN 0-19-579396-X : Rs. 595.00
(43247-48)

954.91 — Pakistan — Social Conditions

Chaudhry, M. Iqbal
ISBN 969-486-023-7 : Rs. 137.50
(41914)


(42716-17)

954.9104 — Pakistan — Politics and Government — 1947-1971

Afzal, M. Rafique
(43681-82)

954.9105 — Pakistan — Social Conditions

Nadeem Malik
Citizens and governance : civil society in the new. — Islamabad : South Asia Partnership Pakistan, 2000. — 152p ; 20cm
(41870)

954.9120359 — North West Frontier Province (Pakistan)—History—1945-1947

Parshotam Mehra
(43243-44)

954.9120359 — Pakistan Movement

Malik, Muhammad Aslam
(44138-39)

The Role of N.W.F.P. in the freedom struggle / by Muhammad Anwar Khan. — Lahore : Research Society of Pakistan, 2000. — 450p ; 23cm : Rs. 240.00
(41406-07)

(42351-53)

954.91230245—Peshawar (Pakistan) — History — 1500-1900

Nichols, Robert
(41984-85)

954.9142 — Taxila (Ancient City) — Pakistan Bhatti, Muhammad Ilyas
(41984-85)

954.9180315—Sind (Pakistan) — History—1845

Napier, William
(43535-36)

954.9180315—Sind (Pakistan) — History—1845

Napier, William
(43535-36)

954.9205 — India — Pakistan Conflict — 1971 — Causes

(43251)


Abdul Aziz, Mir. Freedom struggle in Kashmir. — Lahore : Research Society of Pakistan. 954.6


ACCA passcards. — Lahore : Professional Business Publications. 657.046

ACCA practice and revision kit. — Lahore : Professional Business Publications. 657.046

ACCA study text. — Lahore : Professional Business Publications. 657.046

Accounting — Examinations, Questions, Etc. 657.046

Accounting — Standards 657


Acupuncture 615.892

Address at the command and staff college Quetta by Mohammad Nawaz Sharif Prime Minister Islamic Republic of Pakistan. — Islamabad : Directorate General of Films and Publications. 923.25491


Address by President of Pakistan General Pervez Musharraf at the arms control seminar, 2nd, August 2001 Islamabad. — Islamabad : Directorate General of Films and Publications. 923.55491

Address by President of Pakistan General Pervez Musharraf at flag hoisting ceremony 14th, August 2001 Islamabad. — Islamabad : Directorate General of Films and Publications. 923.55491

Address to the nation by Chief Executive Islamic Republic of Pakistan General Pervez Musharraf December 15, 1999. — Islamabad : Directorate General of Films and Publications. 923.55491

Adeel Ghayur. AKENA : not scared to fall in love. — Islamabad : Subahg Publications. 823.3

Afghanistan — Description and Travel — 1990 — Personal Narratives 915.81045

Afghanistan — Politics and Government — 1997 — 320.9581045

Afia Malik. Demand for textile and clothing exports of Pakistan. — Islamabad : Pakistan Institute of Development Economics. 338.4767095491


Agricultural extension : strategies and skills / by Sher Muhammad. — Faisalabad : Unitech Communications. 630.7205491

Agricultural Extension Work — Pakistan 630.7205491

Agricultural Extension Work — Study and Teaching 630.720

Agricultural Institutions — Peshawar 630.6005

Agriculture and State — Pakistan 338.185491

Ahmadiyya 297.86

Ahmad Reza Khan Brelvi — Biography 297.81092

Ahsana Dar See Directory of active scientists in OIC member states and their recent scientific publications.

Ahsana Dar See Directory of active scientists in OIC member states and their recent scientific publications.

Aijazuddin, F. S. From a head, through a head, to a head: the secret channel between the US and China through Pakistan. — Karachi: Oxford University Press. 327.73051


AKENA : not scared to fall in love / by Adeel Ghayur. — Islamabad : Subahg Publications. 823.3

Akhtar Hameed Khan and the orangi pilot project / by Arif Hasan. — Karachi : City Press. 307.1409549183


Ali Anjum. Labour legislation and trade unions in India and Pakistan. — Karachi : Oxford University Press. 344.549101

Aligarh Movement 954.0359

Ali Muhammad See The Light of Islam.


Allama Inayatullah Marshqi : a political biography / by Muhammad Aslam Malik. — Karachi : Oxford University Press. 320.5509254


Allama Iqbal Open University, Islamabad. An Introduction to mining. — Islamabad : The Authority. 338.2

Allama Iqbal Open University, Islamabad. Awareness of public about special needs of children. — Islamabad : The Authority. 305.90816

Allama Iqbal Open University, Islamabad. Banking law and practice. — Islamabad : The Authority. 346.07

Allama Iqbal Open University, Islamabad. Braille Primer. — Islamabad : The Authority. 001.38

Allama Iqbal Open University, Islamabad. Development of child's personality. — Islamabad : The Authority. 155.4

Allama Iqbal Open University, Islamabad. Dispensing optonetry : B.Sc. level a half credit course. — Islamabad : The Authority. 617.75

Allama Iqbal Open University, Islamabad. Europe between the war : study guide (M.A. History). — Islamabad : The Authority. 940

Allama Iqbal Open University, Islamabad. Europe from Vienna 1815-1914 : study guide (M.A. History). — Islamabad : The Authority. 940.28

Allama Iqbal Open University, Islamabad. Everyday business law. — Islamabad : The Authority. 346.07

Allama Iqbal Open University, Islamabad. Foundation of librarianship / compiled by Ishtiaq Ahmad. — Islamabad : The Authority. 020.7

Allama Iqbal Open University, Islamabad. Front office : entry level. — Islamabad : The Authority. 647.94068


Allama Iqbal Open University, Islamabad. Functional English (Matric 207). — Islamabad : The Authority. 428.24

Allama Iqbal Open University, Islamabad. Hospital dietetics : a post-graduate diploma course. — Islamabad : The Authority. 613.207

Allama Iqbal Open University, Islamabad. Improving your skills in business communication. — Islamabad : The Authority. 651.7

Allama Iqbal Open University, Islamabad. Introduction to sociology. — Islamabad : The Authority. 301.07


Allama Iqbal Open University, Islamabad. Materials management : packing, storage, standardization, and computerization of materials. — Islamabad : The Authority. 658.76

Allama Iqbal Open University, Islamabad. Methods of social research : study guide M.Sc. (sociology). — Islamabad : The Authority. 300.72

Allama Iqbal Open University, Islamabad. Mining safety measures. — Islamabad : The Authority. 622.82

Allama Iqbal Open University, Islamabad. Modern approach to business : operational factors, personnel, finance, decision-making, and legal environment. — Islamabad : The Authority. 650.07
I N D E X

Allama Iqbal Open University, Islamabad. Optometry and Ophthalmic Technology Optometry. — Islamabad : The Authority. 617.75

Allama Iqbal Open University, Islamabad. Orthopedics/General concepts : B.Sc. level half credit course. — Islamabad : The Authority. 617.762


Allama Iqbal Open University, Islamabad. Pakistan's relations with the Muslim world and third world countries. — Islamabad : The Authority. 327.5491

Allama Iqbal Open University, Islamabad. Principles of insurance. — Islamabad : The Authority. 368.5491

Allama Iqbal Open University, Islamabad. Professional programmes in the discipline of health and nutrition : prospectus 1999. — Islamabad : The Authority. 613.07

Allama Iqbal Open University, Islamabad. Sociological theory : study guide. — Islamabad : The Authority. 301.07

Allama Iqbal Open University, Islamabad. visual optics / physiology of vision : B.Sc. level half credit course / compiled by Sajjad Haider. — Islamabad : The Authority. 612.84

The All India Muslim educational conference : its contribution to the cultural development of Indian Muslims 1886-1947 / by Abdul Rashid Khan. — Karachi : Oxford University Press. 954.0359

Alternative capital asset pricing models : a review of theory and evidence / by Attiya Y. Javed. — Islamabad : Pakistan Institute of Development Economics. 332.6322

Ambiguities of heritage : fictions and polemics / by C. M. Naim. — Karachi : City Press. 823
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